This is the bike that is being offered for tender. Bike has an MA logbook. There are spare
parts included with the bike although the majority of them are very second hand road
bike parts. The paddock stand you see in the photo is included.
QEMSC makes no warranty express or implied about the condition of the bike. I am
aware that the bike was taken to Stanthorpe to be raced in July 2011 and it was reported
to me that the bike did run but had some issues. (What racing bike doesn’t ?) I do believe
that the bike could be put back on the track with some minor effort.
This would make a good entry level race bike for someone who wanted to try classic
racing and didn’t want to outlay many thousands of dollars just to try it and see if they
liked it. I would also add this looks very much like the type of bike we saw at club level
back in the 70’s all over Australia.
It is very difficult to value something like this and the closest thing I could do was to find
a recent example that has actually been sold. That doesn’t happen very often with race
bikes like this as you can imagine but I did see one recent example and details regarding
it are below. Bear in mind you would be tendering for the bike above, not the one below.

T20 Suzuki modified for Post Classic Racing. Unsure of exact year but best guess is around '68,
going by the frame number. The engine is probably from a year or so earlier - No. T20-34882. I
have had the bike for about five years with the intention of racing it but my interests have
changed and now need the space and money.
It has a braced frame, expansion chambers, clip-ons, home-made rearsets, fibreglass tank and
tailpiece. It has evidence of some long ago racing history in the grind marks left on the pegs and
levers by a brave former pilot, but other than that I know nothing of it's previous history, sorry.

Engine has 26mm carbs and Piranha electronic ignition with capacitor - no battery required. I
can't say what(if any) other internal engine work has been done as I have never opened it up but
it has strong compression, and the couple of times I have had it running it started really easily,
ran strongly and spins up well. I figure it has had some porting work done at the very least. Would
suggest replacing crank seals at least though, before putting it on track again.
It has original wheels, brakes and forks. The fork tubes have some rust on them so it might be a
good candidate for a better/later fork and front brake combo. Tyres are old and hard and will need
replacing. There is a fairing inlcuded with it which could do with a little TLC but is basically sound.
There is no screen though.
These bikes are tiny and very light and can be made to be very quick and competitive by anyone
with a little time and effort. Google Suzuki T20 racebike or TR250 for inspiration and you will see
what I mean.
This bike needs some tidying up and cosmetic work but is basically complete and and everything
works. It wouldn't take much at all to get it back on track; it would make a great cheap start to
Post Classic Racing.
The pictures form part of the description; I have endeavoured to be as open and honest as I can
about the condition of the bike. You are bidding to buy, so if you want to know anything else
about it before committing, please send a message and I will respond promptly. Inspection by
prior arrangement if required. Pickup only from Emerald or Dandenong South Vic.
Thanks for looking, and good luck!

